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Uranium mining in the United States produced 3,303,977 pounds (1,498,659 kg) of U 3 O 8 (1271 tonnes of
uranium) in 2015, 32% lower than 2014's production of 4,891,332 pounds (2,218,671 kg) of U 3 O 8 (1881
tonnes of uranium) and the lowest US annual production since 2005.
Uranium mining in the United States - Wikipedia
General. Map of Uranium Activities in Canada (15k - CCNR) Map of Uranium Mining Developments in
Saskatchewan and NWT (88k - Environment Canada) China General Nuclear looking to invest in Canadian
uranium mines
New Uranium Mining Projects â€“ Canada
General Initiative plans ballot initiative for temporary ban on uranium mining and processing in Michigan A
proposed Michigan ballot measure that would prohibit some types of mining and restrict others took a small
step forward Wednesday (Oct. 14).
New Uranium Mining Projects â€“ USA
Uranium is a chemical element with symbol U and atomic number 92. It is a silvery-grey metal in the actinide
series of the periodic table. A uranium atom has 92 protons and 92 electrons, of which 6 are valence
electrons.
Uranium - Wikipedia
In 2009, in the comments to this post on The Oil Drum we stumbled upon a mine of information on the
operation of the Rossing uranium mine in Namibia. The data table provided numbers for the amount of
energy used on site together with the amount of uranium mined. This provided an opportunity to
The ERoEI of Mining Uranium | Energy Matters
Edumine provides online courses, short courses and live webcasts in support of professional development
and training for the mining industry.
Edumine - Professional Development and Training for Mining
The latest mining world news and project information from Asia.
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